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PROPELLER TIP FLUTTER*

By Fritz Liebers

I. NOTATION

rop.m.

frequency in bending.

frequency in bending of nonrotating propeller
(n=O).

length of hub.

free blade length.

width of blade

)

bo, do, values at root,

thickness of blade bt, dt, values at tip.

angle of attack (al, at blade tip) .

change in air load with angle of attack.

II. INTRODUCTION

As long as wooden propellers were used exclusively in
aviation, the problem of propeller tiP flutter was Practi-
cally unknown. But the introduction. of the metal propel-
ler, of necessity as thin as possible for reasons of aero-
dynamics, as well as of weight, has changed. these condi-
tions. The number of metal propellers which revealed
flutt,er phenomena when tested on the torque stand, and t~–-””-”-
nuxrn+b_e_rof those damaged or broken in flight because o / tip
flutter, can’”no longer be disregarded. /

/.—.-—.—-—— —-———-.—- ———. .—
A*llvel.suche ~ber Luftschraubenschwingun~en. ‘1 Zeitsc,rift

fur I’lugt”echnik und Motorluftschiffahrt, WY 14, lg~z.
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As to contribl~tory causes, ~b’deg.“and.;f+~quencies of
this flutter, any set opinion based upon. observation is
difficult. The eye Qoes.,no.t.perce}ve the deformations of
the gropeller when in motion, nor does-the noise, made up
of numerous components, admit -of acoustic deductions. 4

., :=: : <

!lXJeoretically, one might at first liken these vibra-
t.i.onsto those observed on e.$rplane wings, that is, to un-
stable vibrations. iht tnemathematical pursuance of this..
assuil!ption showed this kind of vibrations to be extremely
im’’]rO’ba”Jl(? for pro~el.lers. The reason lies in the very
high torsional stiffness of the propeller blade as compared
to the air loads iiopressed upon it, in the inferior coup-
ling between torsional and bending vibrations of the blade
anfl ir. tfi.~m,aterial discrepancy between the torsional ancl
hc:~ilingfrequencies wl.ich care in ‘proportion of about 10:1.*

Another explanation is to visualize the tip flutter
as being due to the periodic eddy separation from the
boundary Iayor. Estimation for”this case - with thci lit-
tle information available - the eddy separation frequen-
cies for a propeller blade of usual speed and size yields
fi~;,lreswhich are far beyond the natural frequencies of
propeller blades at the outer sections, and a resonance

between eddy separation frequencies and torsion frequen-
cies of the blade as entirely feasible for sections to
shout one-half radins. Premises for the vibrations are:
ami>le eilorgy within the eddy separation to assure its pe-
riodic sequence under the given conditions, Elucidation
of the -oroblem awaits further experiments of eddy separa-
tion on’profiles witil relation. to the angle of attack.

Apart from these two there are a number of conditions
which may be cited as possible leads to a solution of pro-
peller tip flut.tor. .They need not be enumerated here.
~~Theread’er is referred to.t’eference 7, in which Seewald
treats t“hese problems thoroughly.

The present report is limited to a case of “tip flut-
ter recognized by experience as %eing iinpor,tant. It is
the case where outside interferences force vibrations up-
on the propeller. Such interferences may beset up by
the engine, or they may be the res~~lt of an unsymmetrical
fitilc?of flow.

—--—. ..-.—.-.-— — ——..--—-—-- -.. .—
*ComPare. also the mathem~ntical tr”eatise’ in.referencb 6$
by Lie’oers, page 17.

,.,,

..,.:. .
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There is .on~y’”o?e authentic- c“a’se.‘tihere.it .coulj.;e””
ab”soiutely prove”d t+nat engirie .distur.b.antes.Were the catise
of propeller “vibrations. That. was a ‘resbnan.ce between the

* torsional vibrations of the. engine sha<.t by a critical
r.p em. ,an.dthe frequency .ot”;the first higher harmonics in
bendimg “of the propeller at. this. re.volutio.n,speed. The
particular, .en,ginehad a torque .diagr,amwith unusually high
p,e+s ... Ordi~arily, hoti.ev.er,engine shaft disturbances are
not .t.ransmitted, to the, propeller because .of the high mo -
ment:,.,ofinertia of the, latter. 17ith a view to a future

.compilation on prope.ller..vibrations, the possibility of
higher harmonics in propeller blades o“xcited by the power
pliant are beingj studied “’i”ndetail .

,.,,,
., But particular “.s’tressis laid upon the, seemingly more
inrportant second case.,..that is, excitation of vibration ,
by periodically, alternating propeller stresses due to”.:un.-
.symmetry of th.o field of flow. .Because of tho low fre-
quency of such interferences, it herein invariably per-
tains to’ the fi’r’stharmon-i.c.sof the proPe’Ll@r blades.

,. ,,,
Adjacent propellers; wings, or other p.ar.tsof the

“airplane set up i.rr-egularities in velocity and, above all,
direction of -the”air flow. For instance, assume a dis-
turbance in an angle of attack change of the blade by”
‘Qa = 1°, then the loading of the blade, which is, say
dCa”= 5’
———
aa ‘

is altered accordingly by

ac
Aca = .& Act = 5 –-l---= 0.087

57.3

That means, by an ordinary load of, say, Ca = 0.6, a d.is- “
turbing force of 15 per cent of the normal air load.b such
disturbances recur with the revolution, quite frequently
even with twice the revolution speed. In the unfavorable
case, resonance occurs at which the deflections of the
blades may. become large.

More than once it has ~een possible to explain a dama-
ged propeller in t-nis manner. On the. other hand, none of
the many propellers, w~.ose mathematically fi.efined critical
r.p.m. for resonance vibrations was above the maximum r.p.m.

-, -of-the respective propeller, has at any. time shown signs of
vibration. This holds true, for instance, for .pract,ically
all wooden propellers. I?urthermore, in several cases where
the calculation indicated vibratj.ons in resonance, -ator-que
stand test actually revealed vibrations at t~heparticular
r.p.m. . ..”’
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At the same time it was noted that a changed blade setting
enlarged the range of resonance ‘- yes, that occasionally “
.v.ibrations’.by the anticipated ies.onance r.p.m. .di~’not set
in at all utitil’,a certai”n l.igh blade Settin”g had beeJn
reached.: A plaiis:i.bleexplanation for this occurre~ce’~%
.tha:t,at,h’igh,pitch. a decisive part of t’he sections is~ap’-
Frecia.b}y IIstalled,ll as soon as the propeller d“i~s into a
zone .o~l.in.terf.erence. Tilen the respective prof”iles would
not only experience outside disturbances with the period
of their naturtil vibration, in case of resonance, but
would at the same time and with the same period. reach am-
bits where the additional air loa,d.sreleased by the vibra-

ac~ “tions no longer damp but (because ~–.....<0) rather” intensify

the vibrations.
.,

Thus the propeller itself draws energy
f~om the air in the same rhythm as the propeller is stimu-’
lated to vibration. This may”also explain why many pro-
pellers,run smoothly in flight”, even though the torque
tests revealed vibrations. .(This is merely a conjecture. )

,.’

Lastly it ,might be mentioned that with flexible pro-
pellers, whose critical resonance r.p.m. was far below the
maximum rop.m., it was sometimes ,p”o.s,sible.,toeliminate the
resonance range by” increasing the r.~.m. , so that the pro-
peller ran smoothly in the super-critical range.

These statements are based on a mathematical analysis
of the natural frequencies of propeller blades with respect
to the r.p.m.

III. THEORETICAL RESULTS

The results concer~ning the natural ,frequencies of
pro~eller blades, based upon the computations outlined in
references 5 and 6 are briefly sumna.rized as follow’s:

I?irst, it is seen that a propeller blade in its two
principal degrees of freedom, designated as bending and
torsion? has two totally different frequencies in the pro-
portion of about as 1:10. Consequently it is legitimate to
dj.sregard the coupling between the degrees of, freedom and
treat each separately. The basic freq-aencies of the. tor-
‘siona.1vibrat~.ens* are of the order of magnitude of
10,000 min:l. They are practically unaffected by the air

————-———————-——————————..——.-——..————.-—————‘----- .-———— -—————— -—_

*The frequencies are given in mim-llecau.se they relate to
the number of revolutions and this could best be expressed
per minute, ..”
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loads acting .on the propeller and are, in addition, inde-
pendent, in first approximat ion,, of. the. centrifugal forces
acting on the~ blade. AS to the vibrations forced by ,out-
side stimulant s,i$ may be deduced from the height of the
torsional yil)ration figure that in this. case the vibrations
“a..~.e scarcely dangerous, fi,ecau se,tipart.perh.aps from the tan-
dem, arrangement of two, mult $-blade. propellers, it is diffi-
cult to conceive that 10 or. more d.i.sturbanc.es for each.
r.p.m. necessary for the resonance case actually do occur
with the customary propeller installations.

,,,, .’
The fundamental frequencies of the: bending vibrations

are of the order ‘of magnitude of 1,000, min. ‘x. Here tb.e”air
loads are of even Ies,s significance. than $or the torsional
vibrations. hit the centrifugal forces,.exert a marked in-
fluence on the lending frequency:, .s0 that.,? rotating. pro-.
peller may attain to twice the vibration figure of the non-
rotat’ing propeller. As a result the frequencies within am-
bit of the service range of the blades may %e of the orcler
of magnitude of a small multiple of the number of revolu-
tions. And since unsymmetrical loadings are readily pos-
sible at this mode, the propeller can indeed be forced to
bending. vibrations in resonance,.

., ,,
The conditions f’or the” two degrees of freedom of a

propeller blade are now such as to direct our interest es-
pecially to a study of the bending vibrations.

1. Determination of Frequencies in Bending

The analysis of the bending vibrations was based upon
the well-known Rayleigh principle* of minimum natural fre-
quency of an elastic system. The bending frequency was
expressed in the form of **

()_~2=xl -t X2 + \2() (1)
o 0

where A = frequency at any revolution n, Lo= static
frequency (n = O) , and Xl and X2 = functions containing
the dependence of the frequency on the blade shape and of

-----------------------------------------------------------------
*Theory of Sound, Vol. I, sections 88 and 89,
**As to the actual calculation method tlie reader is referred
to references 5 and 6.

—. > — .—.
I II11111111111111111
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vibration curve variable with the revolution. (Reference
6,.po 145. ) Resolution-of equation (1) for differently
s?ha.pedblades. then reveals the significant fact that. .two
propellers - even if different,, .wit”nin large limit’s:,:in
dimensions,.. material constants or:.shape (taper), -. ?xlt of.
equal static $requeacy (ho) and equal ratio of hub le,ngth
to blade length (t]Z), have almost concordant bending fre-
quencies wk.en.in rotation also., ,.,.,

,,. .,.’,

This is an..irnp.ortant,.res-ul.$.from the practi.calpoint
of view: it perm-its of substituting the numerons param-
eters...fsuchas specific weig-~t,.:elasticity modulu:,s, cross
sect,ion shape; .mOmen,t o,f::inertia-of section, free blade
a,n~.hub length -by:*.wo;para.m.e-,ters,:namely static natural
.f:requency (ho).. and. ratiio:o~ hub length to bla.d.eLength
(.c)T). The..r.esult is a. s.ingle,formula aPplic~ble to pro-
pellers ~f any.dimezrsions or shape:

r —-.——.
.s,,.. n 27

7(X-) 1+(1+2 f-) (f–) 2
_&=:’~+ Q -._–––––––_–-_–_–J?_.
Lo ,“

(2)
6 “+ 7 (;-) 1 +(”;-)2

n o
This equation is an ;pprox’imat ion formula arrived at

by interpolation of (1) fm all possible blade forms.
Fi~~:re 1 shows c/1 for different values. Specific ex-
amples “for (2) are given in Figures 5 to 8 and 15.

Henceforth the bending frequencies can be readily com-
puted according to equation (2)’ or Figure 1. One simple
deflection test to define static frequency ho is all that
is necessary, the rest can be ta,ken from Tigure 1.

From the nature of Rayleigkls minimum principle, equa-
tion (1) or (2) can yield no other than toohigh ‘fre-
quency figures. But it is possible to effect a correction,
boca,use the frequei~cies, on the other hand., cannot be lower
than dictated by

A2.>A: + (1 + 2 f-)n2 (3)

Ine~uation (3) is derivable dirbct.f”rom (1)
.er&i>ce5.) It i.sa special case af the general iaJRfi~st
proved by”Lamb and South~ell,* according to whtc”h”,in an
,ela.stic syst.ernacted. upon by several independer.t forces,
the square of the basic frequency i.salways higher than.

,$he sum nf. the squared i’requenc.ies tkat the system. woultl
______&—_——.—_-._____,_——--—_____,-____.-_L.__.-____._.-.——_.____-—______

.,

*Proc. Roy. Sot. Vol. 99, Loadon, 1921.
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have if only one of the forces mere active. .(A new proof
i-s--”q”u”o’te”din reference 6, p. 147.) With only the elastic
forces in effeat, the frequencyof the propeller is ho;
with only the centrifugal forces in action the propeller
behave’s like a heavy string. Its freq,uenc~;, up to quan-
tities, of higher order,* follows” the second su.mmand in (3).

For n = Oandn=~, equations (2) and (3) merg”e.
-In th”e interu.m stage the discrepancy, i.’e., the greatest
error ima~inable is less than 7 per cent. (See &ig. 10
in reference 6.) Because of the only formal significance
of the inferior limit (3) equation (2) is preferable. The
actual error with (2) is accordingly’ much lowe”r than 7 per
cent . .

2. Influence of Curvature and Edge Condition

Identification of a slight error in (2) however,
mere].y purports that in the role of approximate solution,

~ (2) deviates but little from the exact solution arrived, at
under the same premises.

One of the lemmas is: the blade is a straight bar,
whereas in reality, it is curved and twisted, Its bending
is always coupled with torsion and spatial displacements
of the outer sections. To disregard these degrees of free-
dom, on the other hand, signifies a stiffness of the blade
and, consequently, an overestimated frequency in bending.
So for this reason, equation “,(2)will necessarily” lead to
excessive values. . At the same time, 5.nequation (3) is ob-
viously applicable to the lowest possible frequencies for
the cambered as -for the straight blade. Simply insert the
correct figure of the static frequency X. , as say, defined
by test, and riote that” the curved blade, its streng”th r,e-
moved “and considered as being solely under the. effect of.
the centrifugal ,f”oroe, stretches like a l.leavystring. Its
length ~ increases and limit (3) accordin~ly shifts
slightly downward. By the minor deviations of the %ar axis
from the straight. line in practice, the change in ~ and
in (3) ‘is trifling. Consequently, formula (2) represents a
satisfactory approximation for cambered and. twisted blades.
also;
____________________________________________________________
*The vibration formu].a of the rotating cable fastened at
finite distanie from the axis of rotation (on a hub) is
solvalle by Bessells functions. It is seen that the ex-
pression in (3) represents an excellent approximetioil for
the basic frequency. For c/Z =0, A is exactly = n.

—
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“A second simplifying premi~se ~s,that the, position
of equilibrium of the blade lies i.n t}~e plane .of rotation
while the llade; because of tl}e inherently existing and
.tnrough the shear..l”oad’f’ticr,eae,ed.’f“inite deflection swings
about a position o.f equilibrium sl”oping against the plane
of rotation. Under the much exaggerated assumption that
all sections of the blade were at 10 de~rees to the plane
sloFing toward the plane of’ rotation,* the frequency of
the bend.ing’vibrations would scarcely be less than 1.4 per
cent i ..:,,”

‘: ,.

.“Ati:othersalietit feature, from the pra.ctica,l stand-
~oint’,”-is the influence of the edge condition. It vras as-
~umed that the %l~de was rigidly restrained at the root.
This condition need not’ be met in complete measure. It is,
for inst”a.nce, not fulfilled in a wooden propeller where
there is no ,reason to even speak of a restraint at the hub.
Now, howgver., and this “holds for wooden as for metal pro-
pellers,” the course of the inertia moment of the section
over the radius is such that the moments of inertia of the
root “sections compared to those of” the actual tlade are so
great as to be considered as infinite., Then the drop from
high. to low moments of inerti-a is very rapid. Defining
the point of the sudden change in moment as the hut end,
obviously voids the compliance:of the condition for rigid
blade restraint. lm.t the removal of “the constrained con-
dition can only be followed by a decrease in vilration
frequencies. But they. also cannot become lower than ‘t”he
blade cut off at the defined point and treated as an os-
cillating heavy string. This the inferior limit (3) re-
tains its validity and our frequency formula is applicable
to this case also, again under the assumption that the
correct static.freq,uency value is substituted for ho.

In suniming up, it.may be stated that the condit’i”ons
are very propitious as far as bending vibrat~ons of pro-
pellers are concerned. One single formula ‘is applicable
to all blade shapes” and vibration conditions, provided the
static frequency is known.

7L. Comparison with other Experiments ...
. .

. ..-
The established investi~ations ,Gh.ick..-.ia”,anyway tre+t’ “..

.,..... .”’._———-———————————______ -__._____.-..__.__..----_.:-.T---..-__.___._._--A ‘

*It denoted” a blad.q deflectio~], of 1/5 of its “length. :, : :.’“,. .,,.,
.. .

●

..1
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the problem of bending vi.%rat,i.on.of .r.otating bars, (refer-
ences 1 to 4) all arriv”e “at”the sam’e’“result.

. ..., . . . ha.. =. cl?$ +. ,C.ana. .... (4)
,,.

where ,Cl and C2 are consta’nuts,. This “formula represents
a more or less practical a.pfir’oximation “depending, on how Cl
arid C Zwere defined. I?or inst”ance, the ,fo”r:rnulagiven in
Hfitte Vol. I (reference 2) , reads “with our symbols as:

“ “ . :~2= ~02 + n2” (0.75 +-””10,5~) . . .
:,,

Compared to (3)*, this formula is” everywhere ,belo”wthe low-
,est limit for the frequency es,. .. ., ..” .

.,.

In an “earlier report by South~r”ell an’d Gough (refer-
ence 3), the frequency formula has again the form’of ““(4);
~ith Cl= 1, but has accounted for the possible error by
setting up

?.2>A02 + n2

into which the lotier limit (3) passes “at c,]2 =.0.” T.lie

m&tliod disregards the ,varia’bility of the elast’ic line
with the revolution and overlooks the fact that ‘the blade,
owing to attachment at root, is .impresseil by centrifugal
forces other than those”of a rod rote.ting about its end:
The omissions are partly neutralized; but the final results
still show a marked discrepancy from actuality. (See bot-
to~l of “fig. 9.) On top.of it all, the determination of
constant C2 in (4) by Southwell and GouGh necessitates
the definitioil of the elastic line of the static blade for
each case, i.e., the previous measurem~nt of the course of
cross section and moment of inertia in conjunction with a
number of protracted integrations. In contrast to,that,
the superiority of the handy formula (2) given here is es-
pecially noteworthy. It is readily ,seen that it was prof-
itable to derive the frequency formula (1) with respect to
t]le variability of the elastic line. It revealed the sim-
ilarity of. blades of different shapes””under centrifugal
forke.s, and incidentally, led to the ,interpolation formula
(2).. . ,“., ““” ““ “ : 1

*.. , .... .,, ,,.,.
----------__.__-_____________.________.-_-------=---------
* ,Vher;, to conform. to the s“t.ip’ulations”.in H~’~tle,(bar, of
constant cross section) 1.5 .~ “is substi’t”v.ted’for””2~”.

..
. ,, ..

. . . . . .,.., . .,., ..,
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From the practical point of view, it” is desirable to
lkilo~ythe’ actual discrepancies bet’ween” frequ’e,ncy formula
(2,).and the.w.tual figure.sin relation to the aboy”e proved
maximum po:s.sible error”. To this””end, a“number of model
tests were Tarried. out.. .

Observance of similarity’ between: model and full scale
co’uld be disregarded, when the typical characteristics of
a real propeller, primarily its “departures from the stra,ight
bar shape , were exaggerated in the model. Accordingly, we
used very elementary %ut strongly curved and twisted metal
blades instead. of true model propellers, especially since
it would have. been difficult to make such models flexible
enough for an easy evaluation; The influence of all pecul-
iarities in blade shape had to be very clear in spite of
the simplification.

In add$tion, the experiments were so arranged that
elastfc”, centrifugal; ‘and aerodynamic forces assumed the
mutual “relative magnitude as with real propellers’ (i.e. ,
about 1:2:0.01) “.a,s.wellas “for other similar conditions,
so that an error in the assumptions for one of t’he forces
would le co”nsp”icuously displayed. This applies primarily
to the air loads ‘tihichfiere introduced on the basis of
static “win&-tunnel measurements and defined as negligibly
small for the magnitude of the freque-ncy. “ “

,’

1. Experimental Hethod

,.,.”

The method, originally suggested by F. Seewald, has
been, described. in va?ious publ”icaiions (reference 7, page
373, also refere.n’ce 8.) “ ..:.

. .
... Briefly outlined (see fig. ‘2), it consists” of a r“ight-

.sid.edprism P, ro’tating about an axis coinciding in t’he
extension of the propeller shaft. The pr,ism, whose base
yields the total reflection of tune rays (doubling of an-

,,,gles IJy the reflection) produces a steady picture of the
blade tip when.r”ot.ati:ngwith half propeller speed.. Thi S

.“
principle is “appl.i,eiiin t’he.rot.o-scoPe,* manufactured by

-—s --—. +---- .---—--- —.. -:-- ——----. ----——-— —--
- . .. --- ..—---... ———-. ---. -—— -—. —.. ..— —

*S. Pritschow: Optical Device for Observing Rotat’ing Parts
in Apparent Rest. v.D.Ic, 1925, po 7000
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,,Vo~g~l~nl!er’and Son’, Braunschweigo Of course, it had to
.-b’e:”rn~dif.ie’~for +hi’s particular purpo~e .;’ Synchronization
be%~een’ pro~eller, And”’rotoscope is obtained by generator
G ‘fitted on the projeller shaft akd asynchronous motor 1,1
(geared 2:3) which’ drives the’@rism,:’Btit”@.ith this set-up
the vibratory motions fall perpendicular ,to the plane of
the propeller disk in the direction of vision and are thus
scarcely perceptible. As “a,resul%, we fitted mirror S on
the propeller hub. Now the picture of the blade tip in the
rotoscope is such as an observer would see while sitting
on tl~e Iiub and rotating’ with the. piopeller and looking
along the blade. (“Fig:.3..) When the” ~rop”ell’er vibrates”
the pictureof the: blade t.ipbecomes blurrede To Iissolve
this iinpression into discreet vibration pictures, we
mouilted a high-speed mo”tion picture camera Z behind the
ro”tosco:pc.

This method is superior to the various stroboscopic
methods, for it eliminates only the rotation of the pro-
peller While otherwise producing a perfectly uninterrupted
~icture. ‘Its objectional fe”ature is the very scrupulous
.+id.j-;.~t~~ei~t Of the rOtOSCOpt3 axis ,in -the direction of the
gro”peller axis.

In. the first experiments with propeller of 2-inch di-
anctcr: i~e encountered great difficulties in obtaining
t::e requisite quantity of light for satisfactory photo-
qrr.phs with the hii:h-snoed camera.. ~zsides, the vibration
.amnlitu.fiesremained so 10W as to inake the interpretation
of- the ;Oictures a-o-oe<artoo uncertain... On account of thnt
wc made steel an(d duralumin models of from 50 to 80 cm di-

., a:-lotcr, driveil from.a small three-phase motor (80 yatt, at
,,.1,509 r.p.m.). They were so flexible that deflections of

several centimeters were readily excited.

The excitation was achieved by short air blasts from
a compressed air tank. As the disturbance increased tile
blades could vibrate freeljr. The exposures ranged from 80
to 120 per second{ or on an average of from 10 to 15 test
points for one full vibration. The time mark’on the film
was obtained by ~hotographing the stationary ba.ckgroundi
l%isa~~pears, on the ~hotographs through the rotoscope as

.one turn throuqh 360 ,~~erpropeller revolution-. 2onse-
q-detitly,given the :~ropeller s~eed, an .atisolute t“i;nerec-
ord for each picture is obtained..,, ..,.
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The ,developed..f.ilms were projected ‘on a large opaque
disk w~heqe they could, be re”adily .elaborated- The’ obtained
vibra”tio”ritiurves “then yield the frequencies with suffi-
cient’ a?ci~r”acy.”’~yery “test was “re,peated a.t least once, ,.
.yieldi”n’g’discrepancies of from O“to 3 per cen’t-.,.., i.

.
..:,.. . .: 2. Test Results.. ,

. ..4 ..”
,,.

Iiodel’1 - Straight ,—--.—. .—“ nontwisted blade, constant cross
section? flat profile. Dimensions:- c = 4.8 cm, .,2 = 20.8
cm, (c/l = 0.23), b = 1.6 cm, d’= 0.02 cm.

We star$ed with this simple case.because even here
the influence of different root sizes and different air
loads could be satisfactorily studied. The choice of con-
stant section made comparison .with ’other formulas “(see 111,
3) very>expedient.

Figure 4 is a section of’’the film photographed at.iev-
-1

olution n = 49.6 min. . The. vibrations of the blade tip
CNI be seen in the different positions of We white strip.
The ‘background rotates from picture to picture and Rives
the time >ecord. (See t::,ewhite dot on the films. ) The
film record (fig. 4) is analyzed in Figure 5. Figures 6*

‘ to 8 give the corresponding vibration curves for ,several
other revolution syeeds. ,.”

Model 1 was examined at ,n = O to -1n = 500 min.. ,
and ?t pitch ~ = 0, 100 ~nd 25°. The total results
(bending frequencies plotted again~t re~olution speed) are
compiled in Figure 9 and compared with the theoretical val-
ues conformable to equation .(2). “Ii is remarked here, that
for tk.e,extr”eme case of. constant section, Which never oc-
curs in propellers, formula must he written exactly
3C’
Zi instead of 2 ~. The difference amounts to Onlj’ aho-ct

1 ,, ,
2 ‘oer cent, but since’~t <is a matter of comparison, it was
ta~cen into consideration. ,

Calculation and measurement are in satisfactory ac-
cortl, according to 3’igure 9, and in a speed ,range consid-
erably above the ~ values of ‘large propellers. The

o’
angle of pitch, that is, tke..magni,tude of the load and

..
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. ,.
. co,~lse,que~tl”ythe .,e.qui”librium posi”tion has no ““~ppre~i.able
effect “on the f.requenci.es of the %Iade ..”‘At,,,O , 10 , ‘and

,.
~~ values areptisitive, “zero, and, nega-

“25”-””””pitch”the act
tive, respectively. ~here was no sign of any influency,. of

“~ b~ those released ,~:y.the.;vibra-air loads follow ing,,. .-
aa “’ “ “

tions. Beside s,”as dsiimafed according to the process
- (reference 6; ~a.ge 143) at high speed,: say n = 500-1,
the air :loads on the model ‘e:reabout’ three times as high
as for real propellers with,respe$t to ,e”lastic’and”cen-
trifugal forces. Thus , if there had, ieen ’any tan~ible
influence of the air loads on the vibrations, these” exper-
iments would have revealed” it”.’” ‘

.,

On the ‘other hand, theai.r loads make thernselves”fel.t
very distinctly in” some oth”er fashion. ‘They ”exert a damp-
ing effect on the flexural vibrations at notmal angles

(
dca , 0
—. ) This is clearly seen in Tigure 7.act ‘ At ‘settings

(

aca , -
ap~roaching ma.ximunilift —=

.,.ija
O) the influence of the

air loads. is small (see figs.. 5 an? 6) ‘for ~= 100.’ At
Z)ca’< o

(3‘i’q~’er y;:stha7a- ) the air loads act in a forcing
se~se. - primi%ive formula (11) in reference 6,
page 143, reveals, after the material damping is inserted,

acathat
ar<o

can lead to a speed” at ~hich, unst.able’ ‘ ,

(forced) flexural vibrations set in., Our experiments re-
vealed the same results, (fig. 8 for a =’ 250). There..,.
are steady vibrations’ w’hida do not die out.” The sec,ond
portion, in particular, ShOWS how - without perceptible
disturbance - the vibrations attatn t’o’finite a,mpl”itud.e.

: which is” then maintained.. Whether or not forcedvi%ra- ,
tions of the described type have any practical ,s+gnifi-.
cance for propellers, awaits;further investigation, but .,
the greater probability i.s that they. .hav,enot.. “ ‘ . ,.,- ., :’.‘

Yigure .9 sho~,~sthe recor”de?..%requ.en~i.esan? those .com-”
puted b? (2), in conjunction with’ those conformable, tori
R, & ]{~’NOO 756 (reference 3) and- .tho$e’according,tO ~~,tte.u>.
~~le”fiain”re’~@,onof th’e-discre.pa~c> by the English formula
is to be found in the “om,ission of the hub effect.. Hence

the disparity will be still gre5ter (com~are Xodel 2) as .
the hub is larger (greater c’/t). !!JheHutte formula takes

but, contains a fundamental error..the hub into accOUnt,
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....,.,. ., . . . .

Following this discussion of the tests on Model 1,
we shall OnlY g$ve. the final r<s,ul.tsfor the other models.,.. . .

‘Mo’iel’2.- ‘Sarneas Model 1, ‘hit larger Iitil.—————--

(:/’~”= 6.85).

c= 17.6 cm
,... .“.. , .,

To Iring out the influence of hub size on t“~e in- :
creased flexural frequencies an exaggerated ratio of
c/1 = 0.85 was chosen. The results are appended in I?igure
9; they also agree well with ,the theoreti,ca.1 curve ’from
equation (2); thus proving that (2) is also applicable to
vibrations in. turbine blades.

.,

Model 3’;-_————— -
wedge, (linear

tia ~r,itllthird
mensions:. C =
do = .9.@5 cm,

The model.

Straight, non-twisted hladei knife-edged.
taper in section, taper of moment of iner-
power of the radius), plane profile. Di-
4,,8 cm, 2 = 35.2 cm, (e/z= 0.14), b= 1.6 cm,
dl= O.

approaching actual conditions in its taper,
wai meastire.d at “a= OU and 100i The results and the fre-
quency curve by (2) are given:.in Tigure 10. The blade ex-
‘nibited violent torsional vibrations at the 100 se~t,ing,

witl:out however evincing any perceptible effect on the
flexural vibrations.

Model 4.- Truncated pyranid, cut-off blade 3, same ta-——..--———
per, but not to O. Dimensions: c = 4.8 cmi, t = 27.7 Crl,
(e/l = 0.17), h = 1.6 cm, do= 0.05 cm, d~= 0.01 cm.

The data are likewise app,end,ed in Pigure 10 and com-
pared with the tll”eoretical results.

Model 5.- .sla.de~~?isted and curved. Dimensions:_———.——
E’= 4.”8 cm, i = 2191 em, (c/t = 0.2,3), :b = 1.”6 Cn,
d := 0;03 cm. .

..

After the preceding tests had dem~?strated that equat-
ion (2) presented a sufficiently close approximation for
blades of constant section and different taper, the suc-
ceeding models” “wert? selected for constant section because
,tfieinfluence of the camber and trist nust,necessarily he-

.“ .come’’the,mo,renoticeable as tkle mass O* the “blade tip is
grb~:ter.,.,. .:,, .,,, .’..

, .:
....,, :...

,
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The model blade was evenly ttiisteii‘thr.o.ugh25° f,rom
root to tip. “ In addition, its axis wa!s curve&. pe.bpendic-
ula.r to the direction of the tip .section~(ii.e. ,“”thrust di-
rection) , that is, in a plane, “sl.oping.>.agains,lithd iiirec-
tion of restraint of the blade root, .sg that the .~lade
was constrained to coupled vibrations i-n all degrees of
freedom. The deflection .at the tip amounted to 1 cm, i.e.,
1/20 of the blade length. To this is added the deflection
due to air load. As a result the actual blade conditions
were much exaggerated.

The blade was so restrained as to make the setting at
the free end 00 Lar-ld 120. The measured flexural fre-
quencies are shown in Ti&gure 11. The close agreement le-
tween calculation and measurement manifests that the other’
degrees of freedom (because of their frequencies totally
different from flexural frequency) leave the flexural vi-
brations practically unaffected.

Model 6.- Blade-twisted, camq~ered and crescent-shaped.
(Tig.–i~~–~~a:Le 1:5. ) Dimensions: c = 4.9 cm, Z = 20.3
cm, (c/t = 0..24), b = 1.8 cm, d = 0.03 cm. The tip is
raked to 1/5 of the blade length; so that, i-n conjunction
with the thrust loading the blade had a spatially curved
bar axis. The blade had furthermore a 6° twist. The model
vas ag(ain whirled at tvo settings of the end section. The
results are shown in Fi~~ure 13. In this case also there
is scarcely any tangible influence on the flexural fre-
qu~ncies. (Corlpare Figure 15 to Model 7.)I

~Jodel ~a_ Blade-twisted,———_—— curved and crescent -shaped-,
contour and d~mensions as for Xodel 6. ,,

It differs from Model 6 by t“he 25° ttiistand thus “as-
sumes , even in unloaded attitude,a 2.73 cm, (i.e. 1/7 of
the blade length) deflection perpendicular to the plane of
rotation. The spatial curvature of the bar axis exceeds
by far the scale ever used in propellers. The setting, of
the root section was 33°, that of the ti~l section, 8C* At
the measured speeds of n = O to 3!50 min. , the elastic and
tn,e centrifugal forces are in the mutual relatioilship of
normal ”pi’opellers. A section for n = 196 min.-l, and the
corresponding evalu.atlon is re~roduced in Figures 14 and
15. It is seen” that the flexu.re is superposed by a more
rapid motioil. T’hat mik~lt be torsional vibration, f“or it:”is
to be noted that a t,orsiotiof’t.h~”root sections- at” the free
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..
end:df the ctiived ’’%la.de”isvery similarly noticeable like
a:f~~e~tirtil“motiorii that is, essenti~lly as ‘parallel dis- “
placement :of-th.e’outer sections. Only the frequency of
this ‘@otibn is:a;~uch higher oile than that of tlie flexural
vibratihn. “:”~n‘afiycase, a glance at Figure15 readily
shows that”the frequency of the recorded flexural vibration
“can’scti.rcely.@iffiir from the purely flexural ,vibration as
would”occur by stiffness of the torsion and as postulated,.,
ifi.the calculation. ,.

~he frequencies measured a.t the different speeds are
compiled in Pigure 13. (Owing to the strong twist mj~h re-
spect” to:l~odel 6,” the Lo value has grown to 314 miil. ●)
Th’eie is a slightly -perceptible drop in the measured fig-
ures comjaied ’to”the theoretical curve obtained from (2).
But the discrepancy “does not exceed 4 per cent, and so re-
mains; even in tb.is extreme case, ap~reciably less than
the highest possible errorcif ‘about 7 per cent.

The previously (reference 6) de~+eloped formula for
calculating the flexural freq-qencies of rotating propellers

rL= ~+

]i

7 (“+-)2 :1 +(1+.2
—— ———————
h

;;-) (~J’
—-——————————- -———

6 + 7(;–)
o 1 + (:;)2

,.
can be applied to a~y existing blade form. A mathematical
estimatiori of the error involved reveals that the greatest
Fossible discrepancy does not exceed 7 per cent of the.
tru”e value, even for spatially curved and twisted 11.ades.

Nodel tests ‘reveal tke actual error to he considers’oly
less than the maximum theoretical error. Even inextreme
cases, itiwhit’h the curvatures of real propellers has been
many--fbld exaggerated.,. the discrepancy between calculation
and experiment did not exceed 4 per cent.

The@ volved formula is therefore tote nsed as basis
for the study o’f flexural vibrations. It “stiyl.ates the
kno*71edge .ef fr’eqtiency ho of the nc~nrotating propeller.
The”qtiickest:and””&afest way tO defi~e this value is by”
actual test” ratfi.er.tkan by calculation.
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A low limit for the flexural frequencies “is given by

This term can be used for a “first estimation. ‘

Translation by J. Vanier,
lTational Advisory Committee
for
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,.

Aeronautics.
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~ig.3 Picture of rotating propeller
an seen by obsemer looking

thrmqjh the rotoscopeo (The picture
shows a Ml-size propeller. The
arrangement of the mirror Is smne-t
different from that uoed in the model
experiments.The plane of the mirror
is adjustable].

l?ig.4 Part of film fran teat: model 1, n = 496 rein-l
(128 pictures per eecond). The moving bright strip

in the mirror is the blade tip, the white dot Is the
time mark.

l–

b

.
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NO.685 Yigs.5,6

+ lU’k—

dou”~learrow on the ti;.~escale marks the

duration of one turn-

6r

l:odcl1
-, n = 140 rein-l

Fig.6 Vi-orationof model 1, at n = 140 nin.-l,

CL = 10°; slight ds.cqing(.!–% zO ).
“a~

., ,, ,,, .,.
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L–- ....ulu..-..-l._L -L-.:. --L. L--..L--L ,..-

l?ig.7 Vibration of model 1 at n = 395 u.in-l,a = OO;

Uodel 1
z-l= 401-1
a= 250

3’ig.8 Vibration of model 1 at n = 401 rnin-z,a = 25°;

( ac
steady or forced vibration

)
~<o .
ZICz

,..
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i’ig.9 Measured flemral frequencies of models 1 and 2
plotted agaiilstspeed of rotation. Comparison
between measurement and different calculations.

I 8(X) - ~.

‘T7__773~u;~0~1~eq.ation (2)
]~

-1 .__L_..+--.._~_–
mi~~

+)“/ i’~ “
500 -—l–— 1._.._j..7#i71_1__l_l

y ,,j j I1
——I -- .—-. -+-+-2-.+-- --J.-.. .------! .—.--–-i

400

A
(

200

,.

0

0°-’1

100[.
measured

Fig. 10 hleasuredfle~mal freq-uenciesof models 3 and 4
(strai~ht, t~pered ‘olades). Calculation according
to equation (2) compared with measurement.
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Iiodel5
Equation (2)

c)
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q = 00

}
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al = 12°

200 400
n

Fig. 11 Keasured flemral frequencies of model 5 (twisted,
curved blade). Comparison ‘oetmeenmeasurement and
calculation conformably to (2).

.-===

Fig. 12 I;fodelsfjand ‘7. Projection on plane of propeller
disk. Scale 1 : 5 ,
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Fig.

I }

i “ Model 6
rein-1 \ ,, ~ equation (2)
600~ ‘-— -—

1; > “ ‘y ~

x

‘.,/

400 4‘~.
x

A x-~

}

oaz =20

[/

—- .

+ al = 6° measured
2~ow:—

r
1,

~a~=8°

I
~

:—~
0 200 400 rein-l

n

13 Measured flexural frequencies of models
6 and ‘7; measurement compared to cal-
culation accordizzgto (2).

8r ,. Model 7

, ,’ \/
t
,1
,-/ p-- rl —--+

~. I ~~-1

Vilmations of model 7 at n = 196 rein-z,
Faster torsional vibrations are super-
imposed on-the ‘slowflexure.
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